President Dunn puts spin on inauguration

Students celebrate with food, music, Frisbees

The thought of presidential inaugurations may bring to mind black tie, champagne glasses and expensive jewelry dangling underneath dimly lit chandeliers.

But President Barry Dunn is doing something different and making his inauguration the re-creation of the record books.

“This one is pretty unusual,” Dunn said.

The plan for the inauguration is to break the world record for most Frisbees thrown at the same time. Dunn and six friends from the Class of 2012 are planning to coordinate the throw, hoping 2,000 students and faculty will help break the record.

“Anybody who has just completed their senior year at SDSU,” Dunn said, “we also need to know how to have fun.”

Dunn learned how to throw the Frisbee during his freshman year at SDSU and for the inauguration, he wanted to share that experience with students.

“We have to take things seriously and work hard at all we do,” Dunn said, “but we also need to know how to have fun.”

Lamp said the best way for students to help out is to show up.

“This is a meaningful event and when it happens, I think taking part in that event and being part of that history is absolutely important,” Lamp said.

Kendall Black, an ex-Granbow student who she encouraged students to learn the fundamentals of job searching: resume writing, good interview skills and how to search for jobs.

“There’s a lot more opportunities on Handshake than any other place I’ve seen,” Klontz said. “It’s student-based so kind of revolving around so, it’s not open to everyone, it’s just us.”

SDSU Office of Career Development launches Handshake

A handshake is no longer just a handshake at South Dakota State University.

Handshake, a new job search database, was implemented through the Office of Career Development and could bring a whole new career boost to students.

The database replaces Jacks Career Link, former Handshake profiles and secured suggestions for internships that most closely matched her major and interests. Klontz applied to an internship through the employment software after its launch Sept. 2, 2016.

“The most common violations we see is one for no-permit parking and a parking ticket,” Soren said.

“We’re going to have five parking ambassadors, both student and non-student, to issue citations to illegally-parked cars across the campus. UFP distributes citations after business hours and on weekends.

The most common parking offense is students on campus involving parking permits.

“The most common violation we see is one for no-permit parking and a parking ticket,” Soren said.

“I don’t see as many citations being issued to illegally-parked cars these days since there has been a stepper in place as the 20th president who will make history,” Black said.
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**NEW HUMAN BIOLOGY MAJOR GIVES CABE ACCESS TO STUDENTS**

**KATHERINE CLAYTON**

A club on campus committed itself to include more groups through a recent name change.

The members of the Gender and Sexuality Alliance, formerly known as the Gay-Straight Alliance, devoted the name change to include all types of students.

“It’s more inclusive and particularly our focus is for people who do not identify as male or female,” Mills said. “We want people of all identities and from all backgrounds to come together and be able to talk about these issues.”

The membership also decided to make the change after the GSA Network changed their name to the National College Gay, Lesbian and Bi-Sexual Student Alliance.

Weekly GSA meetings at 7:30 p.m. each Wednesday at Wagner 312 can include discussions about LGBTQ issues where college members can find support, resources and assistance to organizations similar to their own on campus.

In addition to the weekly meeting, the group has several different subgroups that focus on various topics. The subgroups include Living Outside the Box, Queer People of Color (QPOC), Mental Insecurities and Straight but not Narrow.

According to Mills, Living Outside the Box is a group comprised solely of people who are nonbinary or transgender, people who do not identify as male or female.

“QPOC is for people who identify as part of the LGBTQ+ community and as a person of color,” Mills said. “We want to start a group this year focusing on mental health.

“Our hope is for it to have a place in the world where you can share coping mechanisms, stories, meditation practices and different techniques for dealing with mental health specific to the queer community,” Mills said.

The final subgroup is Straight but not Narrow, which was created to accommodate allies of the LGBTQ+ community.

“Being an ally is being able to talk about the community and how they can contribute, but the space to be an ally is not always clear,” Mills said.

The club also incorporates community outreach. Last year, the group held a panel addressing LGBTQ issues.

Additionally, this season following the shooting at the Pulse nightclub in Orlando, Mills and another member of the GSA held a candlelight vigil and collected and sent letters to survivors.

Mills has many ideas she wants to put on this summer, but ultimately, she wants the GSA to be a safe space for people of all identities.

“The main thing I want is a sense of community, acceptance and love. I pass with me in my organization,” Mills said. “It’s about being able to be a happy space where people can have fun with each other.”
The Dakota Nature Park
People can go to many places on campus to get away from campus life or relax, such as the Dakota Nature Park and Larson Park. The Dakota Nature Park features walking and bike trails and a center where people can rent fishing rods, kayaks, canoes and other outdoor gear. Larson Park features walk- ing, jogging and frisbee golf course. There is also an 18-hole disc golf course, an area to play croquet, and a children’s play area. Other options include Cen- ter 5 Movie Theatre and Prairie Lane Bowling Alley.
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Brookings: a place of entertainment

TAYLOR VOEGELE
News Editor

The South Dakota State campus is a large space full of buildings, but there are still options for recreation that aren’t much seen. Students who attend SDSU could easily visit different types of text or courses. Some Text or courses may be more beneficial than others, and some people’s opinions about Brookings depend on where they’re from. “To the south of the area where I come from,” said an SDSU student, “there isn’t much change in the things to do around here.”

Students can go to many places on campus to get away from campus life or relax, such as the Dakota Nature Park and Larson Park. The Dakota Nature Park features walking and bike trails and a center where people can rent fishing rods, kayaks, canoes and other outdoor gear. Larson Park features walking, jogging and frisbee golf course. There is also an 18-hole disc golf course, an area to play croquet, and a children’s play area. Other options include Center 5 Movie Theatre and Prairie Lane Bowling Alley.

SA proposes changes to excused absence policies

Job interviews to fall under requirement

University officials continue to refine the proposal. SDSU President David L. Lumsden also announced in interim Provost Dennis Hage will talk at a future SA meeting to update senators on policy changes for sick and吉林 requirements.

Three issues in the fall of 2016 are: 1. The SA meeting will be Tuesday, Sept. 20, in the Lewis and Clark Room in the Upper Level of the Union.
Defining terrorism: a question of politics

BENJAMIN HUMMEL Columnist

An explosion rocked the Chelsea neighborhood of Manhattan Saturday night. Twenty-two people were injured from the bomb, but all were hospitalized and released the following morning. Then, not hours later, a man dressed as a Santa Claus exploded a homemade bomb in a crowded shopping area in the city of Midland, Michigan.

This leaves students under 21 without a place to go for late night hang out sessions. The library isn't open past midnight. There's nothing to do but bar hop after 11 p.m. in Brookings.

The Collegian staff meets weekly and agrees on the issue of the editorial. The editorial represents the opinion of The Collegian.

No, because there's a lot to do. There are a lot of activities and sports games to attend on campus. It's like one big party!

Katie Vandewater
Animal Science Pre-Med
Freshman

The Collegian has stuff to do, but events and activities need to be more accessible to people under 21 and who don't own a vehicle.

“Do you think Brookings is boring? Why or why not?”

“Terror is a misnomer. There's not a whole lot to do on the weekends, but there is a lot to get involved with on campus.”

Sophie Koblick
Apparel Merchandising
Freshman

“Terrorism has a lot to do with accommodation and a wider range of people. That can change if people in the community help bring about change.”

Katherine Clayton
Business Economics
Sophomore

There are a lot of activities and sports games to attend on campus. It's like one big party!

Kendra Hinton
Columnist

There's not a whole lot to do on the weekends, but there is a lot to get involved with on campus.
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“I'm generalizing here, but I'm curious at this point in the years. I have been thinking about procrastination for a while now. It has been a topic in my mind for some time. I wonder how it might help bring about change.”
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The saddest thing has been that I’ve been tempted to lower the quality of my work, both in the classroom and on the track, just to get by. I’m tempted to settle for less than my best.

Running on zero energy can be dangerous. Our physical health and mental health can both be negatively affected. It’s a problem we all deal with. I know I’m not the only one dealing with the problem, but who can we talk to?

We need to celebrate every little success. You got a new personal record in the weight room? Scream about it. You got an A on your last chemistry exam? Celebrate. We need to celebrate every little thing we have. It is not unremarkable by us. By treating everyone as beautiful, we let people know that their existence matters.

“Everywhere we look, the world is beautiful.” Emma Watson. We need to accept the idea that everyone is beautiful.

As a society, through cultural norms, media influence and our outward appearances is one of the least important things about them. There is an infinite number of intricacies that add up to form a person.

We need to celebrate every little success that lead to the tremendous ones.

Rachel Astleford is a nutrition & dietetics major at SDSU and can be reached at rachel.astleford@sdsu.edu.

Sorry, everyone, but you’re not beautiful.

ELIF GABB
ms engineering graduate student at SDSU

The “body positivity” movement has gained considerable traction with the generation and solely keeps to the past few years. As someone who has struggled with my weight and body image, seeing a movement that allows people to celebrate and love themselves for the person they are is a welcome change from the normal societal standards expected by most people. I can’t say I’ve been able to reach this level of self-acceptance yet, but one day I hope to get there.

However, while I agree with the majority of the values and ideals this movement encourages, there is one thing I simply cannot agree with. I do not think everybody is beautiful.

Most body positivity followers I have seen preach the idea that “everybody is beautiful.” We should treat everybody as such. To be quite frank, this just isn’t true at all.

As a society, through cultural norms, cultural standards, media influence and a whole host of other elements, we have created an objective standard of beauty for Hollywood, for example, is filled with actors and models who adhere to this standard. That’s why they’ve been able to succeed in such a fickle business.

But how much of the general population is objectively beautiful like them? Twenty percent? Five percent? Fewer than one percent?

What number is it, in big? I don’t know. I’m sure it’s less than 1 percent. How many people do we mortals to treat ourselves as beautiful, even if we try our best? It is not unremarkable by us. By treating everyone as beautiful, we let people know that their existence matters.

We all nod our heads in agreement that everybody is beautiful. Nobody can disagree. Certainly not everyone can. Not everyone can accept the idea that “everybody is beautiful.” No one can.

But we all hold our heads in agreement that everybody is beautiful. Nobody can disagree. Certainly not everyone can. Not everyone can accept the idea that “everybody is beautiful.” No one can.

We need to celebrate every little success that lead to the tremendous ones.

Rachel Astleford is a nutrition & dietetics major at SDSU and can be reached at rachel.astleford@sdsu.edu.

We put ourselves in “leagues” when we say “omg, you look so good,” or “omg, you look like a princess.” If you can’t date a person because they aren’t in their “league,” isn’t that another person can do the same exact thing to us. Just look at Tin-der. Of course, we can’t help ourselves on personalizing which way things go.

Perhaps what would be best is to hill our society, the notion that “beautiful” people even exist. Just recognizing the fact that all of us are not everyday perfect is pretty spectacular — the fact that we can all love ourselves.

But unless we experience a media, blackout due to an apocalyptic situation hitting Western society, I think the concept of “beauty” will remain. As a society, we just need to accept this.

Alex Boger is the Editor-in-Chief for The Collegian and can be reached at egabb@sdceagles.com.
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Jack’s Weekly Horoscopes

Aries
As a leader, this week presents career opportunities. Keep your focus on the Jackrabbit. Instead of hopping slowly into a tempting role, it might be better to take a hop back and review your options.

Taurus
Try not to get caught up on the little things. Don’t let success or failure in one area dictate your actions. You can pack more carrots into your paws up for some good quality carrot juice.

Gemin
You may be so excited about investing your money that you’re wondering if you should borrow some more Hoho Dough. This week may seem like a good idea, now, but don’t put all your eggs in one basket.

Sagittarius
Your thoughts could be dominated by a concern for a creative or business matter. This may lead you to missing out on a few prime carrot patches elsewhere. Don’t jeopardize your aspirations on a whim.

Libra
The sun is shining on your carrot patch this week, Jackrabbit. Your friends are on your side, love is in the air and there’s a lot of carrots to go around.

Scorpio
Don’t be afraid to take a large hop in an unknown direction and see where it leads. Don’t waste your ears in a knot over some good-quality carrot juice.

Capricorn
You might want to jump ahead on a school project, but don’t try to be a leader faster than the group can handle. Hopping more slowly will give you time to be more creative. Slow and steady wins the race.

Aquarius
Pulling your ears over the carrot patch with the carrot patch may bring you out of your current stagnant in a new found interest. Don’t be afraid to take a large hop on an unknown direction and see where it leads.

Cancer
You may be getting the need to sort through your plans. However, this week may seem like a good idea, now, but don’t put all your eggs in one basket.

Leo
Take some time this week to head out to the carrot patch for a night on some good-quality carrot juice.

Virgo
Those plans to get a new friend this week may be the best if you wait until the end of the week. It will be like eating a creamy, velvety cheesecake topped with banana bread. This may be the best for you.

Pisces
Your mental strength will be tested this week. Don’t waste your ears by getting into a knot over some good-quality carrot juice.
Duck numbers strong for weekend hunting opener

MARK SANDQUST
Outdoor Reporter

As the duck hunting season approaches, the Collegian’s outdoor reporter, Matt Sandquist, gives his thoughts on the upcoming season.

Hunters should expect to have a good start to the 2016 duck hunting season around Brookings and its surrounding counties. Duck numbers have remained high in the region as time-lapse rings throughout the summer provided excellent breeding conditions for the local duck population.

“The main survey was done last year roughly 25 percent for total duck numbers,” said Ronn Mastadon, senior wildlife biologist for South Dakota.

“Good local duck productivity was seen during duck banding this summer, especially from mallards,” Wieneke said.

For students gearing up for the weekend’s opener, expect to see good numbers of mallards, blue-winged teal, and wood ducks while afield. Summer rains have left areas east of Highway 212 and south of U.S. Highway 212 full of water as hunting season means, so look to this part of the prairie pothole region to hold large numbers of ducks.

In preparation for the season, many students have already got in tune scouting new locations in search of duck hunting spots. John Stiegelmeier, a junior wildlife and fisheries major and avid hunter, is impressed with duck numbers around the area.

“Ducks are a lot of ducks everywhere,” Mayrose said. “I’ve been on public ground, it shouldn’t be hard to find ducks.”

This is good news for Mayrose along with other college students who rely on public lands for duck hunting opportunities.

According to Mayrose, local duck productivity can be found online or at local licensing retailers, in one tool to begin the search for areas to hunt opening weekend.

Unlike some seasons, weather conditions have been favorable so far for duck hunters in the Brookings area.

During the season, duck hunters should keep an eye on wind direction and weather conditions to make the most of their hunting opportunities.

COREY KORTH
Reporter

With South Dakota State University hosting its 55th annual Beef Bowl Saturday night, it only made sense for head coach Joe Wickert and the Mustangs to bring their best to the table.

“The Mustangs are well coached, and we could not stop it,” Stiegelmeier said. “Some of it was confusion … I give them a ton of credit.”

Some of the Mustangs’ success came from their ability to adjust to gash the SDSU defense.

“Cal Poly (2-1) utilized its triple-option offense at pack to push the SDSU defense, rack up 445 yards and four touchdowns on the ground, Protheroe said.

The Mustangs will open Summit League play when they take on the Fort Wayne Mastadons in Fort Wayne, Indiana, on Oct. 1.

Protheroe’s 13-yard rushing touchdown with 2:28 remaining gave the Mustangs the lead and junior defensive back Aaron Souse’s interception of Jackrabbit sophomore quarterback Taryn Christian on the following drive sealed Cal Poly’s victory.

“Cal Poly (2-1) utilized its triple-option offense at pack to push the SDSU defense, rack up 445 yards and four touchdowns on the ground, Protheroe said.

The Mustangs will open Summit League play when they take on the Fort Wayne Mastadons in Fort Wayne, Indiana, on Oct. 1.

Cal Poly rushes to victory over SDSU
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Players who exceeded expectations:

RYAN TANNEHILL
Miami Dolphins
Quarterback

As far as good quarterbacks go, Tannehill is certainly on the lower end of the spectrum. He had a top-five fantasy day on Sunday in a losing effort against the Patriots. This week he is playing the Saints and as about a million packer fans, including my cheese head brother-in-law. As always if you have any line-up questions ask me on Twitter @GoodFntsyAdvice.

GIOVANI BERNARD
Cincinnati Bengals
Running Back

Bernard is one of my favorite running backs in the league, and that is mainly attributed to his versatility. He did not have a fantasy week as a running back, but what makes his fantasy value is his pass catching ability. He caught nine passes for 100 yards and a touchdown this week. He was the seventh highest scoring RB this week in standard leagues and the second highest scoring RB in PPR leagues. He had a nice week, and I would recommend playing him as at least a flex if not a RB2 every week.

STEVEN DIGGS
Minnesota Vikings
Wide Receiver

I love it when I get the chance to write about a Viking player. Matt Ryan was my quarterback gamble. This week he is playing the Saints and if it wasn’t for his turnovers he might have been this week’s top fantasy QB if it wasn’t for his turnovers. He caught nine passes for 187 yards and a touchdown this week. He is certainly on the lower end of the spectrum.

GREG OLSEN
Carolina Panthers
Tight End

Well, it has only been two weeks but I think I was wrong about Olsen. But seems to be a safer bet than a lot of tight ends this year and owned by only 11 percent of players.

FOZZY WHITAKER
Carlos Panthers
Running Back

After Jonathan Stewart went down Sunday, Whitaker came in to relieve him and did a very nice job. He carried the ball 12 times for 50 yards, he also caught three passes for 30 yards.

COREY COLEMAN
Cleveland Browns
Wide Receiver

The rookie out of Baylor is looking good after the first two weeks of the season. Considering that he is far from a sure thing for a crazy year for receivers, Coleman could be a much play.

JACOB TAMME
Atlanta Falcons
Tight End

I guess there might be some fans in the fantasy football world of owning Falcons tight end Jacob Tamme. He has proven that he is not slowing down as he is one of the best tight ends in the league, but seems to be a safer bet than a lot of the other options out there.

Who to watch for next week:

MATT RYAN
Atlanta Falcons
Quarterback

I realize that Matt Ryan was my quarterback to look for last week, but he is still only owned in 46 percent of leagues. Seriously people, what are you doing? He is the top scoring quarterback throughout the first two weeks.

This week he is playing the Saints our week three. This week he is playing the Saints out of the West and is looking to flourish against their defense, and he has Julio Jones beside him, who is arguably one of the best receivers in the game to throw to. If he don’t show up in over 90 percent of leagues next week, I am going to be thoroughly disappointed.

FOZZY WHITAKER
Carlos Panthers
Running Back

I love it when I get the chance to write about a Viking player. Matt Ryan was my quarterback gamble. This week he is playing the Saints and if it wasn’t for his turnovers he might have been this week’s top fantasy QB if it wasn’t for his turnovers. He caught nine passes for 187 yards and a touchdown this week. He is certainly on the lower end of the spectrum.

THANKS FOR READING THIS WEEK’S FOOTBALL UPDATE. I ALWAYS LOVE WRITING IT AND WOULD LOVE SOME READER FEEDBACK. ONE LAST FINAL SHOUT OUT TO MY VIKINGS FOR MAKING AARON RODGERS CRY THIS WEEK, AS WELL AS ABOUT A MILLION PACKER FANS, INCLUDING MY CHEESE HEAD BROTHER-IN-LAW. AS ALWAYS IF YOU HAVE ANY LINE-UP QUESTIONS ASK ME ON TWITTER @GOODFNTSYADVICE.
FOOTBALL
Cont’d from B1

The Mustang front-seven allowed Christians to get comfortable in the pocket, limiting their ability to apply pressure and forcing the sophomore to scramble and hurry his throws. Christie twice lost the game in a walk, stalling gently off the field with a right ankle injury, before returning the following series each time.

He finished the game with 222 yards and three touchdowns, while senior Zach Las- jav threw a touchdown to Waelbroeck in the first drive of the game while the facultystaff medical staff treated Christie on the sideline.

The Mustangs only passed 12 times, but senior quarterback百花 Breeze proved effective when given the opportunity, completing nine throws for 115 yards and one touchdown.

Steinberger said his concern about the team game be- yond yardage, the lack of running game or the high yardage total his defense is giving up.

“My biggest concern is not the loss,” Steinberger said. “If we stay aggressive and keep them on their toes, we’re going to take care of.""}

Saville is focused on improving offensive side,” Cirillo said. “We need to be better at predict- 3.22. She also has had double-dig kills in eight of the team’s 12 matches this season.

The team’s libero, Benson, was named The Summit League Vol- leyball Defensive Player of the Week. This is Benson’s first Play- er of the Week award. She was able to record 39 digs last match against USD, tying the SDSU re- cord set in 2012 by Shay Brim. Benson became just the fifth player in South Dakota State his- tory to record 30 or more digs in a match.

“Ellie was beyond fantastic. She did her job as libero and it passed off,” Cirillo said. “A well-de- served accolade for sure.”

Breeze is second on the team in kills per set with 3.35. Fisher is second on the team in kills per set with 2.61.
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Volleyball team starts conference play Saturday

SCOTT ENGEN
Sports Page

The South Dakota State volleyball team will open against UN- PU at 7 p.m. Friday night at the Dakota Dome Arena. It'll be the Jacks first Summit League match of the season. SDSU (1-1) will lead into the meeting with senior middle blocker Matt Murano.

Coming off of a tough three set to one loss to University of Northern Colorado Wednesday, Sept. 14, SDSU is looking to regroup with a big road match against UNPU, get their first win since Aug. 27.

The Jacks have been led by se- nior setter Brad and senior Ellie Benson so far this season.

Region South anchors the team, while Benson anchors the defense.

The team went on from kills with 125 and kills per set with 3.22. She also has had double-dig kills in eight of the team’s 12 matches this season.

The team’s libero, Benson, was named The Summit League Vol- leyball Defensive Player of the Week. This is Benson’s first Play- er of the Week award. She was able to record 39 digs last match against USD, tying the SDSU re- cord set in 2012 by Shay Brim. Benson became just the fifth player in South Dakota State his- tory to record 30 or more digs in a match.

“Ellie was beyond fantastic. She did her job as libero and it passed off,” Cirillo said. “A well-de- served accolade for sure.”

Breeze is second on the team in kills per set with 3.35. Fisher is second on the team in kills per set with 2.61.
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A long way from home

International students attend SDSU for tennis, academics

CALEB CHRISTENSEN

Students often hear about people from Illinois, Kansas of Florida coming to play sports at South Dakota State and wonder why they came here. The men’s and women’s tennis teams have players from places further than a simple road trip away.

Out of the 18 players on the tennis teams, 15 of them are international student-athletes from England, Brazil, Croatia and Venezuela.

Many international players come to the United States because they want to get an education while playing tennis, which isn’t always an option elsewhere.

“I wanted to be a civil engineering major from Vila Velha, Espirito Santo, Brazil, knew she wanted both. Rosa said. “I love it here.”

Rosa is a senior civil engineering major from Vila Velha, Espirito Santo, Brazil.

“I wanted to be a civil engineer from the beginning. The recruiting company I used had three schools that wanted me,” Rosa said. “One didn’t have a civil engineering program, and the other was a Division I school and I wanted to play Division I.

She’s been playing tennis since her very first birthday. All the brothers and father picked her up from school and she watched them play tennis for hours. She started to hit the ball against a wall to herself until she started to play with her family.

Before she started attending school during the day and attending an academy at night where she practiced for a couple hours with a trainer.

“I came here more for academics than tennis, but now it’s more of both,” Rosa said. “It’s more like a package deal, I get to play tennis and go to school to do what I want.”

Scouting at the international level isn’t the same, according to Barnes. Recruiting coaches in the United States. The companies also help the international athletes make a recruitment video and send them to coaches in the U.S.

“The scouting is all the same, they are tennis players. Barnes said. “All tennis players are the same, they all have that one job that they want to get done when they step onto the court.”

Barnes has been in the tennis community long enough to know his way around.

“Most international kids look at your school, they look at the education and if they have any connectivity at that school,” Head Coach Joey Barnes said. “They might have had a friend that played at that school, so they feel a sense of familiarity to the school.”

Barnes makes sure when he is recruiting his players that they know that school comes first.

“School is the number one priority,” Barnes said. “They need to make sure they get that done with and then think to themselves if they can do the tennis thing for all four years and if they like it.”

“I am lucky because I travel a lot and I know a lot of coaches and friends from all around the world that know about all of these international players,” Barnes said. “I’ve been around the tennis community a long time, and I don’t hesitate to call the representatives at these academies.”

The international players are used to being away from home. Before they start at SDSU, they’re already traveling their country for tournaments. Some players will go to academies.

“Most international kids used to being away from home. She was an exchange student in high school in Lebanon.

“SDSU was the best choice and I am very happy to be here at SDSU,” Rosa said. “I love it here.”